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Courts are split on two issues regarding
the antimodification provisions in
Sections 1123(b)(5) and 1322(b)(2).

Filing Date Controls Whether Residential
Mortgages Can Be Modified
In deciding whether an individual in chapter 11 can cram down a mortgage lender’s
secured claim to the value of the property, Bankruptcy Judge Frank J. Bailey of Boston
focused on the filing date to decide whether the debtor’s principal residence also
generated income, not the date when the debtor granted the mortgage.
The case involved two issues where the courts are divided. On the first, Judge Bailey
was bound by precedent in favor of the debtor in Lomas Mortgage Inc. v. Louis, 82
F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 1996), where the First Circuit held that the prohibition in Section
1322(b)(2) on modifying a mortgage on a principal residence does not apply if the
property also generates income. The parties agreed that Lomas applied equally to
Section 1123(b)(5), an identical prohibition in chapter 11 cases.
The essential facts were undisputed. The debtor refinanced the mortgage on his home
in 2006, saying he would use the proceeds to improve the property by building a 1,600
square foot, two-bedroom residential unit. In the loan application and at closing, the
debtor represented that the property was his principal residence.
After the debtor completed the addition, his mother and father-in-law occupied the unit
but paid no rent. At the time of filing, his brother-in-law was residing there, paying $300
a month in rent, below market.
The lender argued that the condition of the home at the time the mortgage was made
determines whether it was considered a dual-use property. In his April 6 opinion,
Judge Bailey conceded that the courts are split on whether the critical date is the filing
date or the date when the mortgage was made.
Although the First Circuit did not address the issue in Lomas, Judge Bailey said that
the majority of courts and every bankruptcy court in the First Circuit to confront the
question have looked to the filing date. He said that the filing date is “consistent with
the language of the antimodification provision.”
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Section 1123(b)(5), he said, “asks whether the real property in question ‘is’ the debtor’s
principal residence, not whether it was the principal residence when the security
interest first arose.” He saw no reason to consult legislative history given the “clarity of
the statute.”
Judge Bailey found that that the property was producing income on the filing date and
was not exclusively the debtor’s principal residence. Even though $300 a month in rent
might be below market, he said the income was not a “nominal sum.” He also said it
was “of no moment” that the unit was rented to family.
Significantly, Judge Bailey said the court looks to the characteristics of the property,
not the mortgage.
Judge Bailey rejected the lender’s attempts at distinguishing Lomas. Among other
things, it was irrelevant that the debtor’s mortgage did not include a one-to-four family
rider, unlike Lomas.
The lender argued that the mortgage application should estop the debtor from claiming
the property was income-producing because he made contrary representations in the
mortgage application. Judge Bailey found no grounds for estoppel.
The debtor, he said, was asked to represent his intention at the time, and those
representations were accurate. There was no evidence, Judge Bailey said, that the
debtor was asked to promise not to change his intent.
In addition, Judge Bailey found no inconsistency between occupying the property as a
principal residence and leasing a portion of the property to generate income.
For ABI’s discussion of a case dealing with the split of authority on the applicability of
the antimodification provision to multi-use properties, click here.
Opinion Link
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Student loan debtor ineligible for
chapter 7 may pursue chapter 13 even
with too much unsecured debt,
Judge Catherine J. Furay says.

Another Bankruptcy Judge Disregards Student Loans
on Chapter 13 Eligibility
Two bankruptcy judges in the Seventh Circuit have held within the last three months
that the court has discretion not to dismiss a chapter 13 case just because large
student loans push the debtor above the statutory maximum of $394,725 in unsecured
debt.
On December 27, Bankruptcy Judge Janet S. Baer of Chicago declined to dismiss the
chapter 13 case of a debtor who had $570,000 in student loans but only $22,500 in
other unsecured debt. Judge Baer denied the trustee’s motion to dismiss and
confirmed the debtor’s plan. The trustee appealed, but Judge Baer denied a motion for
a stay pending appeal. To read ABI’s discussion of In re Pratola, 578 B.R. 414 (Bankr.
N.D. Ill. Dec. 27, 2017), click here.
The March 30 opinion by Chief Judge Catherine J. Furay of Madison, Wis., presented
an even better case against knee-jerk dismissal.
The debtor scheduled some $150,000 in unsecured, nonpriority debt, including about
$16,000 in student loans. The debtor listed other student loans in an unknown amount.
The U.S. Department of Education filed a claim for more than $340,000 in student
loans. The chapter 13 trustee counted $132,000 in student loans.
The trustee filed a motion to dismiss, contending that the debtor had more than the
statutory limit of $394,725 in unsecured debt under Section 109(e). That section,
entitled, “Who may be a debtor,” provides in subsection (e): “Only an individual with
regular income that owes . . . noncontingent, liquidated, unsecured debts of less than
[$394,725] . . . may be a debtor under chapter 13 of this title.”
First, Judge Furay took the majority view and concluded that compliance with Section
109(e) is not jurisdictional, thus meaning that the court had jurisdiction whether or not
total unsecured debt exceeded the cap.
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Next, she examined Section 1307(c), which includes a nonexclusive list of 11 grounds
on which the court “may convert [to chapter 7] . . . or may dismiss” a chapter 13
petition “for cause.” None of the 11 grounds includes debt exceeding the amount in
Section 109(e).
Although the Seventh Circuit has not decided whether excessive debt is “cause” for
dismissal under Section 1307, Judge Furay conceded that several lower courts have
held that the lack of Section 109(e) eligibility constitutes “cause.” Even if there is
“cause,” she said, the court “may still decline to convert or dismiss.”
Judge Furay seemed persuaded by the “policy considerations” in Pratola, which she
found “particularly persuasive.” She also cited cases for the proposition that
conversion or dismissal in chapter 13 is “a matter of discretion,” with the decision
“made on a case-by-case basis considering the best interest of creditors and the
bankruptcy estate.”
Focusing on the facts at hand, Judge Furay said that the plan was feasible; the debtor
could make plan payments, and no one aside from the trustee had objected to
confirmation.
Reading the statute literally and dismissing “would lead to an absurd result,” Judge
Furay said, because the “debtor has no other option.”
She was an above-median income debtor with disposable income and therefore would
be ineligible for conversion to chapter 7. Chapter 11, she said, “would be absurd for
this true consumer debtor.” In addition to being cumbersome and inordinately
expensive, chapter 11 would reduce the recovery by creditors “by more than 20%,”
Judge Furay estimated.
Judge Furay denied the motion to dismiss because holding “otherwise would
effectively exclude this debtor from relief” because she could not “realistically obtain
relief under any section of the Code.”
On appeal, a court could confirm on a narrow ground, because Judge Furay found that
“the amount of unsecured debt is not clearly established.” If she were to accept the
trustee’s allegation of $132,000 in student loans, the debtor would come in below the
Section 109(e) threshold.
Opinion Link
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An executive with a rejected contract
must prove value to have an allowable
administrative claim, 9th Circuit BAP says.

Contract Wages for Executives Are Not Presumptively
Allowable Postpetition, BAP Says
The salary in an executive’s prepetition employment contract is not the presumptively
reasonable amount of the executive’s postpetition administrative claim, according to
the Ninth Circuit Bankruptcy Appellate Panel.
The debtor company’s executive chairman had an employment contract calling for
annual compensation of almost $800,000. He was also the largest shareholder.
In chapter 11 only four months, the debtor rejected the executory employment contract
around the time of confirmation. The company had not paid the executive during its
sojourn in chapter 11.
The executive filed a timely motion for allowance and payment of an administrative
claim based on a proration of his prepetition salary. After trial, the bankruptcy court
allowed some $15,000, approximately the same amount paid to other board members
for their services during the chapter 11 process.
The bankruptcy court found there was little evidence to support the claim for how
much time the executive spent, perhaps because he lived a great distance from the
company’s headquarters and operations. The bankruptcy court also found that the
executive had not independently proven the reasonable value of his services other than
by alluding to his prepetition salary.
Unable to challenge the bankruptcy court’s fact findings, the executive argued in the
BAP that the bankruptcy court committed errors of law by misallocating the burden of
proof and not affording his contract presumptive weight postpetition.
Writing for the BAP on April 24, Bankruptcy Judge Meredith A. Jury rejected both
arguments and upheld the bankruptcy court. Her opinion is a primer on the initial and
shifting burdens of proof and persuasion with regard to administrative claims. She was
even more emphatic than the bankruptcy court in rejecting the executive’s legal
theories.
American Bankruptcy Institute • 66 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 600 • Alexandria, VA 22314
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Judge Jury began by explaining that administrative claims under Section 503(b)(1)(A)
“are held to a stricter standard” because they are not presumptively allowed like
prepetition claims. Rather, she said, an administrative claimant bears the burden of
persuasion by a preponderance of the evidence that the services were actual and
necessary and conferred benefit on the estate.
The executive contended that Section 503(b)(1)(A)(i) carved out salaries as
automatically entitled to administrative status. Judge Jury rejected the argument,
observing that no court had read the section “in that manner.”
Had Congress intended to obligate a debtor for prepetition wage rates until the
contract was rejected, “it would have said so explicitly, as it did for rents due under an
unexpired lease” in Section 365(d)(4), Judge Jury said.
Second, the executive cited NLRB v. Bildisco and Bildisco, 465 U.S. 513, 104 S. Ct.
1188, 79 L. Ed. 2d 482 (1984), for the proposition that the contract rate is
presumptively reasonable. Judge Jury rejected his reading of Bildisco.
Instead, Judge Jury said the pivotal language in Bildisco was the sentence saying that
a debtor is “obligated to pay for the reasonable value of those services . . .
which, depending on the circumstances, may be what is specified in the contract.”
[Emphasis added.] The emphasized language, she said, gives “the trial court unlimited
discretion to determine whether such postpetition services were actual and necessary
expenses of preserving the estate.”
After Bildisco, Judge Jury said that courts are “almost” uniform in holding that contract
wages are probative but not binding and are not given presumptive weight. She cited
the First Circuit for “explicitly” rejecting the idea that a prepetition contract controls the
amount of an administrative claim for wages.
Where the bankruptcy court had “equivocally found” a presumption but ruled that the
debtor had overcome the presumption, Judge Jury said, “We hold more definitively
that a contract price in a rejected employment agreement is not presumptive of value
in the first place.”
Because the executive had not challenged the bankruptcy court’s fact findings, Judge
Jury upheld the bankruptcy court’s award at a rate comparable to what other board
members were paid.
Opinion Link
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Children were the initial transferees
of tuition payments, thus giving
schools the ‘good faith’ defense to
fraudulent transfers.

Structured Finance Protects Tuition Payments
from Fraudulent Transfer Suits
Universities successfully used concepts from structured finance in fending off suits to
recover tuition payments as constructively fraudulent transfers.
Bankruptcy trustees around the country have sued colleges and universities to recover
fraudulent transfers when parents file bankruptcy and have paid tuition for children
over age 18. The March 28 opinion by Chief Bankruptcy Judge Carla E. Craig of
Brooklyn, N.Y., collects cases coming out both ways. Some find constructively
fraudulent transfers, while others do not.
In the case before Judge Craig, a parent paid tuition for his children both before and
after he filed a chapter 11 petition. Following conversion to chapter 7, the trustee sued
the universities to recover pre- and post-petition tuition payments. The trustee
contended that pre-petition payments were constructively fraudulent transfers under
the Bankruptcy Code and state law and that post-petition payments were unauthorized
post-petition transfers under Section 549.
Judge Craig granted summary judgment to the universities dismissing the adversary
proceedings. She held that the universities were not the initial transferees and were
therefore entitled to the good faith defense as subsequent transferees under Section
550(b).
The successful defense hinged on how the universities structured tuition payments.
The universities all created accounts for and in the name of the students. Payments by
parents went into the accounts and were applied toward tuition when the students
registered for classes. Parents, even though they may have supplied the funds, had no
right to access the accounts without the students’ permission. If the students were to
withdraw, refunds went to the students, and not to parents who may have made the
deposits initially.
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Judge Craig ruled that the universities were not the initial transferees because
undisputed facts showed that the parent did not have dominion or control over the
students’ accounts when the debtor made transfers into the accounts. After the initial
transfers, she said, the debtor could not access the accounts without the students’
authorization. Rather, she said, the students had dominion and control over their
accounts.
Judge Craig said that the accounts were “akin to bank accounts,” meaning that the
universities, in their roles with respect to the accounts, “were mere conduits in the
initial transfer from the debtor to his children.” The universities had dominion and
control only after the students took actions that resulted in the payment of tuition, but
then the schools were subsequent transferees.
Since the universities were subsequent transferees, they were entitled to the good faith
defense in Section 550(b). The trustee did not question the universities’ good faith,
making them eligible for summary judgment.
Judge Craig’s theory lets the universities off the hook but puts the debtor’s children in
the firing line as initial recipients of fraudulent transfers. As initial transferees, the
children cannot raise the good faith defense.
Even though the children may have exposure, a trustee might not sue the children
because they are likely judgment proof and themselves may be able to discharge
liability by filing chapter 7. Or, the children could raise the theories cited by Judge
Craig that have been relied upon by courts finding no fraudulent transfer resulting from
tuition payments. Given the familial relationship, children likely have a better shot at
beating a suit on the merits than would a college or university.
Opinion Link
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Perplexing opinion may only apply to the
status of assets before bankruptcy.

Fully Encumbered Property Is Not a Debtor’s Asset,
First Circuit Says
The First Circuit penned an opinion on April 18 saying that a transfer under Maine law
of a debtor’s fully encumbered property is not a transfer of an asset belonging to the
debtor that can be the subject of a fraudulent transfer suit.
The appeal arose in the liquidation of Montreal, Maine & Atlantic Railway Ltd., whose
runaway train derailed and killed 48 people in Lac-Megantic, Quebec, in July 2013. The
catastrophe was not the subject of the case. Rather, the dispute revolved around a
refinancing some two years before bankruptcy.
The Federal Railroad Administration had a senior lien on all of MM&A’s tracks. The
collateral, however, was worth less than the debt owing to the FRA. To obtain
additional capital, the debtor arranged to sell some of the tracks to the State of Maine.
Obviously, the transaction required the FRA’s approval and release of lien.
The FRA attached several conditions to the close of the sale and the release of its lien.
Those conditions included holding the proceeds in escrow until the conditions were
met, a partial paydown of the FRA’s debt, and granting the FRA a replacement lien.
Some $3 million of the proceeds were applied to a partial paydown of a line of credit
owing to another railroad that allegedly was an insider. The other railroad did not have
a lien on the tracks being sold.
In bankruptcy, the trustee sued the alleged insider under Maine’s version of the
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, contending that the paydown of the line of credit was
a constructively fraudulent transfer. The trustee relied on a unique provision of Maine
law that makes a transfer to an insider a constructively fraudulent transfer if the transfer
was in satisfaction of an antecedent debt, the debtor was insolvent, and the insider
had reasonable cause to believe the debtor was insolvent.
Upheld on the same grounds in district court, the bankruptcy court dismissed the suit,
reasoning that the transfer of fully encumbered assets did not entail a transfer of assets
belonging to the debtor.
American Bankruptcy Institute • 66 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 600 • Alexandria, VA 22314
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The lower courts, like the First Circuit, focused on another unique provision in Maine
law that says that property of a debtor does not include “property to the extent that it is
encumbered by a valid lien.”
First Circuit Judge Bruce M. Selya upheld the lower courts without delving into the
question analyzed in the lower courts about the time when the FRA released its lien.
Even if the lien had been released at the time of the transfer, he said that the “debtor
did not hold an interest in that property that is voidable under Section 544(b).”
Judge Selya said that the transaction was akin to a bailment, adding that the FRA “held
title to the [tracks] as a mortgagee.” The FRA, he said, “controlled” the sale of the
tracks. Whatever label might be applied to the transaction, the judge said “that the
debtor could not have put the proceeds to any use that was not authorized by the
FRA.”
Having determined the nature of the transaction under Maine law, Judge Selya next
addressed federal law to decide whether the transaction involved a transfer of the
debtor’s assets.
When the debtor holds funds “as a mere disbursing agent,” he said that the trustee
cannot avoid a transfer because the debtor would have been prevented from putting
the money to use except as provided in the contract. The debtor, he said, “lacked a
cognizable property interest” in the proceeds.
The tracks being sold, Judge Selya said, “were not ‘assets’ that belonged outright to
the debtor . . . , but, rather were subject to the FRA’s mortgage and lien.”
The resulting limitations on the “scope of the bankruptcy estate,” he said, “make good
commercial sense.” They “prevent unsecured creditors from sharing funds that the
debtor could not have retained for its own use.”
The transaction, Judge Selya said, was “not a case in which a debtor decides to sell
his assets and divert proceeds to pay certain creditors to the detriment of others.
Instead, it is a case in which the senior lienholder imposes conditions that preclude the
debtor from exercising effective control over the sale proceeds.”
According to Judge Selya, the proceeds paid to the holder of the line of credit “did not
consist of property of the debtor’s estate.”
Properly speaking, the decision should only apply to cases involving Maine’s definition
of a debtor’s assets, which excludes assets subject to liens. Unfortunately, the opinion
American Bankruptcy Institute • 66 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 600 • Alexandria, VA 22314
www.abi.org
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does not explicitly say the result stems entirely from Maine’s unique law, and it
contains statements, like those above, that might be transported to cases involving
fraudulent transfers under Section 548 or state laws that are similar to the Bankruptcy
Code’s.
Ponder the implications of the holding if it were invoked in cases under Section 548. If
fully encumbered assets are not assets of the debtor, then, presumably, the automatic
stay would not apply. And neither fraudulent transfers nor preferences could result
from transfers of liened property.
We predict that the opinion will be the topic of much discussion, analysis and citation
for erroneous principles outside of Maine’s unique law.
Opinion Link
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Courts are groping to define ‘personal use’
because Congress didn’t.

Still No Universal Test for Bifurcating an
Auto Loan in Chapter 13
One of these days, the courts will develop a uniform, coherent definition of “personal
use” for deciding when a chapter 13 debtor can cram down the secured claim on a
recently purchased car to the current value of the vehicle. For the time being, courts
are using variants of the “totality of the circumstances” to reach differing results in
similar situations.
To stem the tide against debtors who would cram down secured auto loans to the
value of the car, Congress added the so-called hanging paragraph to Section 1325(a)
in 2005 to proscribe the bifurcation of a purchase money secured claim on a vehicle
acquired within 910 days of bankruptcy “for the personal use of the debtor.” Congress
did not define “personal use.”
In a chapter 13 case before Bankruptcy Judge Shelley D. Rucker of Chattanooga,
Tenn., the debtor had purchased a car about one year before filing. The security
agreement she signed recited how the “primary use” was “personal.”
The debtor was a health care worker whose job required her to pick up her employer’s
clients and take them to events and medical appointments. She was obligated to have
a car and was reimbursed by her employer for the number of miles driven.
The auto lender filed a secured claim for about $28,000 and objected to confirmation
of the plan, which provided for reducing the secured claim to $15,000 and paying
interest at 4%.
Judge Rucker overruled the objection and confirmed the plan in her March 2 opinion.
Judge Rucker said there is universal acceptance that the debtor’s intended use at the
time of purchase is the “operative intent.” She said it is also “widely accepted” that the
debtor’s “actual use” after purchase “can be persuasive evidence of the debtor’s intent
at the time of purchase.”
There are three iterations of the “totality of the circumstances” test used by most
courts in deciding whether a car was for the debtor’s personal use, Judge Rucker said.
American Bankruptcy Institute • 66 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 600 • Alexandria, VA 22314
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On one end of the spectrum, courts inquire as to whether the car enabled the debtor to
make a “substantial contribution” to gross income.
A second approach “flips the analysis around” and inquires whether personal use was
“significant and material,” regardless of whether there was also some business use.
The third test, adopted by Judge Rucker, explores whether the car enables the debtor
“to perform the functions of a business or a trade” after the debtor “arrives at work.”
She said the third test evaluates “whether the vehicle is predominantly used to perform
functions of a business or trade rather than personal ones.”
Applying the test to the facts at hand, Judge Rucker said the recitation of personal use
in the printed form purchase agreement was “ambiguous and inconclusive.”
Concluding that the hanging paragraph did not apply, Judge Rucker was persuaded by
evidence showing that the debtor was required to have a car for her job and that she
was reimbursed.
The facts, Judge Rucker said, show that “the vehicle was predominantly used to
perform the functions of the debtor’s job,” thus allowing the debtor to bifurcate the
claim and reduce the secured claim to the value of the car.
Opinion Link
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The Second Circuit’s Barnet opinion on
Section 109(a)’s requirement of property
in the U.S. is satisfied by claims located in
the U.S.

Claims Located in the U.S. Make a Foreign Debtor
Eligible for Chapter 15
A contested chapter 15 petition afforded an opportunity for Bankruptcy Judge Sean H.
Lane of Manhattan to opine that the requirements of Section 109(a) are satisfied if a
foreign debtor’s claims against a third party are located in the U.S.
Judge Lane wrote his opinion on April 24 to comply with the much-criticized decision
in Drawbridge Special Opportunities Fund LP v. Barnet (In re Barnet), 737 F.3d 238 (2d
Cir. 2013), where the Second Circuit held that Section 109(a) requires a debtor to
reside or have a “domicile, place of business, or property in the U.S.” to be a debtor
under chapter 15.
The corporation was in liquidation in Australia. The Australian liquidators were on the
cusp of obtaining a $15 million judgment against insiders for breach of fiduciary duty.
Some of the insider defendants moved to New York, evidently not intending to return
to Australia.
In their chapter 15 petition, the liquidators offered two grounds for satisfying Section
109(a): a $1,250 retainer held by their U.S. attorneys, and the claims against the
insiders.
One of the insiders objected to the liquidators’ eligibility for chapter 15 relief. He
contended that the corporation had no assets in the U.S. to comply with Section
109(a).
The insider argued that the liquidators manufactured assets in the U.S. in bad faith by
sending a meager $1,250 retainer to U.S. counsel. Judge Lane dispensed with the
argument by citing five cases handed down after Barnet where bankruptcy courts in
New York ruled that retainers held by U.S. counsel satisfy the “property” requirement
in Section 109(a).
Arguing about the sufficiency of the retainer was futile unless the insider intends on
taking the issue to the Second Circuit.
American Bankruptcy Institute • 66 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 600 • Alexandria, VA 22314
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Deciding that the liquidators were entitled to chapter 15 recognition of Australia as
home to the foreign main proceeding, Judge Lane held that the claims against the
insiders were located in New York and therefore also satisfied Section 109(a).
The insider contended that the claims were not located in New York. To resolve the
issue, Judge Lane confronted choice-of-law questions.
Judge Lane applied New York choice-of-law rules because he found no “overriding
federal interest.” In New York, he said, the law of the jurisdiction “with the greatest
interest in the litigation” will be applied.
According to Judge Lane, Australia has the greatest interest because the acts giving
rise to the fiduciary duty claims occurred in Australia, the claims exist under Australian
law, and any recovery will be distributed to foreign creditors through the Australian
liquidation.
Deciding that the liquidators’ expert witness on Australian law was more persuasive,
Judge Lane concluded that the fiduciary duty claims are located in New York where
the defendants reside. He buttressed his conclusion by observing that a debt under
Australian law is generally situated where the debtor resides.
Opinion Link
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A post-petition transfer occurs when an
ordinary check is honored, not when it
is delivered.

Barnhill Determines the Date of a Post-Petition
Transfer, BAP Says
An unauthorized post-petition transfer occurs when an ordinary check is honored by
the bank, not when the check is delivered, the Ninth Circuit Bankruptcy Appellate
Panel said in the course of overruling its own precedent in view of later Supreme Court
authority.
In Barnhill v. Johnson, 503 U.S. 393 (1992), the Supreme Court ruled that the date of
honor of an ordinary check is the date of transfer with regard to preferences under
Section 547. In the April 6 opinion by Bankruptcy Judge Julia W. Brand, the threejudge BAP ruled that the high court’s “rationale . . . applies with equal force to
postpetition transfers under Section 549.”
The case involved a lawyer who was either a loyal corporate employee or a chump, or
both. A company was on the cusp of filing a chapter 7 petition. The company’s
bankruptcy lawyer refused to accept a $10,000 ordinary check for his retainer. The
company’s in-house lawyer therefore gave the bankruptcy lawyer a $10,000 cashier’s
check drawn on his personal account.
The next day, the company attempted to reimburse inside counsel by giving him an
ordinary $10,000 check drawn on a company account. The company filed its chapter 7
petition the same day. The check to inside counsel was not honored until four days
after the company’s bankruptcy.
The chapter 7 trustee sued in-house counsel for a $10,000 unauthorized post-petition
transfer under Section 549. The bankruptcy court granted summary judgment to the
trustee. The lawyer appealed but lost in the BAP.
The lawyer argued that the transaction should be analyzed as a preference under
Section 547, so he could raise the defense of a contemporaneous exchange under
Section 547(c). Were it applicable, the defense might have worked because the Ninth
Circuit continues to hold, Judge Brand said, that the date of delivery pertains to the
contemporaneous exchange defense.
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However, Judge Brand said that the transaction and any defenses must be analyzed
under Section 549, applicable to postpetition transfers. The Sixth Circuit and “several
courts,” she said, have invoked Barnhill and held that the date of honor controls under
Section 549 when a check was delivered before filing but honored afterwards. The
judge said she could find no authority to the contrary.
In ruling that the date of honor governs, Judge Brand said that the Ninth Circuit BAP’s
own authority had been “effectively overruled” by Barnhill. In 1987, the BAP had held
that the date of honor was the date of transfer under Section 549. Tarver v. Trois
Etoiles Inc. (In re Trois Etoiles Inc.), 78 B.R. 237, 239 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1987).
Opinion Link
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Circuits are split on requiring use of
leased equipment before allowing
an administrative claim.

Leased but Unused Personal Property Qualifies
for an Administrative Claim
On an issue where the circuits are split, District Judge Elizabeth Erny Foote of
Shreveport, La., ruled that the rental value of leased equipment, although sitting
unused during a chapter 11 case, is eligible for administrative expense status if the
lessor can show intangible benefits to the estate.
The case involved equipment leased before filing to a bankrupt drilling contractor. The
leased equipment sat unused from the filing of the chapter 11 petition until the debtor’s
property was sold about two months later. The purchaser did not buy the leased
equipment nor request an assignment of the lease. After the sale, the debtor rejected
the lease.
The bankruptcy court granted the lessor’s motion and allowed an administrative claim
of almost $60,000, based on the rental value of the unused equipment. The undisputed
facts showed that the debtor’s top officers decided to retain the equipment shortly
after the chapter 11 filing because it might be required to serve customers and renting
other equipment would be more expensive. It was undisputed that the debtor did not
generate revenue with the equipment before selling the assets.
The debtor’s shareholders objected to the allowance of the administrative claim and
appealed, claiming there was no actual and necessary benefit to the estate as required
by Section 503(b)(1)(A). Judge Foote upheld the bankruptcy court’s allowance of the
administrative claim in a March 14 opinion.
Regarding unused but rented personal property, Judge Foote said there are two lines
of cases. She said the Ninth Circuit is among courts that allow administrative expense
claims “based on the fair and reasonable value of the rental equipment without regard
to whether the debtor actually used the equipment.” She said those courts are
concerned about “creating an undue burden on the creditor” to monitor a debtor’s use
of the equipment.
According to Judge Foote, courts in the other camp, including the Fourth and Tenth
Circuits, allow administrative expense claims only “to the extent the debtor has made
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actual use of the leased property, thus establishing a tangible benefit to the estate.”
Those courts, she said, focus on “minimizing the overall administrative expenses of the
estate to protect the interest of all unsecured creditors.”
Since the Fifth Circuit has not taken a position, Judge Foote sided with the bankruptcy
court and held that the leased equipment “provided intangible benefits to the estate,”
even though the equipment did not contribute to generating “a direct profit.”
Opinion Link
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Host
Prof. Juliet M. Moringiello is a professor at Widener University Commonwealth Law School
in Harrisburg, Pa., where she regularly teaches bankruptcy, property, sales, secured transactions
and a seminar on cities in crisis. Her recent bankruptcy articles have been published in the Illinois
Law Review, the Washington & Lee Law Review, the Wisconsin Law Review and the Fordham
Law Review. Prof. Moringiello is the chair-elect of the Pennsylvania Bar Association’s Business
Law Section, as well as chair of the Section’s Uniform Commercial Code Committee and of
the Section’s Task Force for the Enactment of the Uniform Voidable Transactions Act. In the
spring semester of 2010, Prof. Moringiello served as ABI’s Robert M. Zinman Resident Scholar.
She is an elected member of the American Law Institute and a Uniform Law Commissioner for
Pennsylvania. Prof. Moringiello received her B.S.F.S. from Georgetown University, her J.D.
from Fordham University School of Law and her LL.M. from Temple University.

Guests

Jeff J. Marwil is a co-head of Proskauer’s Business Solutions, Governance, Restructuring &
Bankruptcy Group in Chicago, and has nearly 30 years of experience in bankruptcy, workouts
and corporate restructurings. He has developed a reputation for providing sophisticated
strategic advice to upper-tier companies in distress, as well as solving challenging legal and
business issues. He concentrates his practice on hedge funds in distress, including hedge fund
restructurings, wind-downs and liquidations. Mr. Marwil represents hedge funds, managers/
advisers and sophisticated fund-of-fund and pension plan investors in hedge fund restructurings,
wind-downs and complex litigation matters, and he recently served as lead fund counsel for a
complex of several alternative-strategy funds seeking to restructure in the midst of the current
unprecedented market conditions. Mr. Marwil also represented some of the largest investor
creditors in the attempted restructuring, and now wind-down, of a multi-billion-dollar onshore
and offshore affiliated group of multi-strategy hedge funds. In addition, he also has consulted
with the bipartisan leadership of several Senate committees as they conducted oversight in pursuit
of possible legislation on hedge fund registration and regulations, and handles investigations of
fraud and pursues recoveries for investors and other victims of fraud. Legislation introduced in
the 109th Congress contained language recommended by Mr. Marwil concerning the necessity
of independent, outside auditors for hedge funds. He is a member of ABI’s Board of Directors
and its Development Committee as well as the Turnaround Management Association, and he
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Hon. Patrick M. Flatley is a U.S. Bankruptcy Judge for the Northern District of West Virginia
in Wheeling, appointed on March 12, 2006. Previously, he was in private practice in Wheeling
and was an officer in the U.S. Marine Corps, where he was a judge advocate at Camp Lejeune,
N.C. Judge Flatley also was an assistant U.S. attorney and chief of the civil division, and he
served as an interim U.S. attorney for the Northern District of West Virginia from April 2001
through October 2001. At the time of his appointment, he was working for the U.S. Department of
Justice as an assistant U.S. attorney for the Northern District of West Virginia. During his career,
Judge Flatley chaired the Civil Chiefs Working Group from 1996-99 and served on the Attorney
General’s Advisory Committee of U.S. Attorneys from 2000-01. He received his undergraduate
degree from Bethany College and his J.D. from West Virginia University.
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is a frequent speaker at their events. Mr. Marwil is AV-rated by Martindale-Hubbell and has been
recognized in The Best Lawyers in America, Leading Lawyers Magazine, Who’s Who Legal Illinois
and Chambers USA. He received his B.A. from the University of Michigan and his J.D. from
DePaul University College of Law, where he was a member of its Law Review.
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DEADLINE
COMING UP?

1 hour of general CLE credit is available in the
following pre-approved 60-minute-hour and
50-minute-hour states: AK, AL, AR, CA, DE, GA,
IL, MO, NJ, PA, SC, TN, TX, VT, WI and WV. These
states follow an approved jurisdiction policy: AZ,
CO, CT, NH, NY. ABI will submit attendance to DE,
IL, PA, TN and TX; for the remaining jurisdictions,
attorneys will need to self-submit. For those
jurisdictions not listed, ABI will issue certificates for
attorneys to self-submit for approval. ABI charges
an administrative fee of $5 for Members and $25 for
non-members, upon requesting CLE credit for this
program. Further details will be provided the day of
the event.
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